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ABSTRACT 
In the practice of coastal and harbour construction there are a lot of piled structures (quays, shore protections, etc.) located at the base
of landslide slope. In many cases to withstand landslide pressure, special landslide protection structures are used. Peculiarities of the
study of complex systems “piled structure – landslide protection – soil slope”, based on long-years special instrumental geodetic in-
vestigations, are considered in the report. As a research model complex system functioning at the sea Port of Yuzhny (Ukraine) is
studied. Method to analyze piled structures regarding degree of physical deterioration of their main bearing elements is presented. In
order to provide stability of landslide slopes during construction the modular piling system was developed for piles static pressing-in.
Pile monitoring data confirmed by Static Load Testing allows prediction of static bearing capacity of the piles, providing the quality 
assurance of the piled foundation and provides the procedure of interactive design. 

RÉSUMÉ
Dans la pratique de la construction littoral et de port on emploie de différentes structures sur pilotis (quais, renforts des bords, etc.) si-
tuées à la base des pentes d’éboulement. Les particularités d’étude des systèmes intégrés « structure sur pilotis – protection
d’éboulement – pente de sol » fondée sur les recherches géodésiques instrumentales spécialisées qui ont pris plusieurs années, sont
considérées dans le rapport. Un système intégré qui fonctionne dans le port maritime Yuzhny (Ukraine) est examiné comme modèle
pour les recherches. La méthode  d’analyse des structures sur pilotis est présentée en tenant compte de degré d’usure physique de
leurs éléments constructifs essentiels. Pour assurer la stabilité des pentes d’éboulement lors de construction un système modulaire de
pilotis a été élaboré pour l’enfoncement statique des pilotis. Les donneés sur le monitoring des pilotis confirmées par les essais aux
charges statiques permettent de prédire la capacité portante des pilotis en assurant la qualité nécessaire de la fondation des pilotis et la
possibilité d’établissement du projet interactif. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

To provide stability of coastal and harbour constructions  lo-
cated at the base of landslide slope special landslide protection 
structures are used. The aim of the considered researches was to 
study some essential peculiarities of such complex systems as 
“piled structure – landslide protection – soil slope”. To study 
these peculiarities three approaches were applied: 

• experimental studies on site using special instrumen-
tal investigations 

• theoretical studies to reflect actual technical state and 
degree of physical deterioration of structural elements 

• technological improvements to provide slope stability 
by environmental friendly method. 

2 ON-SITE INVESTIGATIONS OF STRUCTURES AT THE 
BASE OF SOIL SLOPES 

Berths 1 and 2 of Port of Yuzhny are located at the base of soil 
slopes. They are built as piled structures on reinforced concrete 
piles. Between berths and slopes (along the shore line) there are 
special bridge-type landslide protection structures (LPS). They 
are supported by reinforced concrete piles (length 21 m, section 
450x450 mm). 

To provide monitoring of deformations of the system “soil 
slopes – LPS - berths” a special observant geodetic network has 
been installed (fig. 1). Some main results of the observations 
made during 1990 – 2007 are presented on the diagrams (fig. 2).  

According to these diagrams resulted horizontal movements 
(towards the sea) of soil slopes are: for upper terrace – up to 45 
mm, for lower terrace – up to 75 mm. LPS deflections are up to 
9 mm (in horizontal direction towards the sea) and up to 5 mm 
(in vertical direction, i.e. settlements). Berths deflections are up 
to 23 mm (in horizontal direction towards the sea) and up to 10 
mm (in vertical direction, i.e. settlements). 

So one may conclude that applied LPS of piled structure 
provide, let say, deceleration of the slopes deformation process 
(compare 75 mm of slopes movement with 9 mm of LPS 
movement). Thus monitoring of piled structures located at the 
base of soil slopes provides objective assessment of applied de-
sign/technical solutions; it allows to determine in time deformed 
state of the system “soil slopes – LPS - berths” and to undertake 
duly measures to stop (or to localize) development of deforma-
tion process. 

3 TIME DETERIORATION OF PILED STRUCTURES IN 
DESIGN APPROACH 

As experience shows, the basic characteristic damages of rein-
forced concrete piling supports of quays are infringements of a 
blanket of concrete, and also deeper (sometimes extending on 
all section of the pile) cracking and washing up of the concrete. 
It is necessary to note also corrosion of steel reinforcement both 
in a zone of variable horizon of water, and in places of piles 
heads connection with top structure of the quay (characteristic 
photos of the mentioned damages for conditions of ports of the 
Black and Azov seas are presented on fig. 3 and 4). 
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Figure 3. Reinforced concrete piles of the quay after significant physical 
wear - 1 

Figure 4. Reinforced concrete piles of the quay after significant physi-

cal wear - 2

 In connection with above-stated the task of the account of 
a real physical state of the basic bearing elements of piled quays 
and reflection of this state in an engineering technique of an es-
timation of actual bearing capacity (strength, stability, durabil-
ity, reliability) of berthing constructions is important and actual. 

    The technique is based on the approach which takes into 
account redistribution of loadings on the basic bearing elements 
of the structure and, accordingly, redistribution of forces in the 
quay’s elements while changing initial (passport) characteristics 
of piles owing to their come physical wear. 

     Let's enter the following designations: 
• n- amount of cross pile rows within the limits of one sec-

tion of the quay; 
• k- amount of piles in one cross pile row; 
• N- total transversal (normal to quay front line) load on the 

quay section; 
• J - passport rigidity (the moment of inertia, the area of 

cross-section section) of the pile regardless its physical 
wear; 

• Ji- real rigidity (the moment of inertia, the area of cross-
section section) of the “i” pile row regarding its physical 
wear; 

• KN
i - factor of rigidity redistribution of the “i” cross pile 

row in view of its physical wear; 

• RN
i - factor of loading redistribution on the “i” cross pile 

row in view of its physical wear. 

Thus loading on the “i” cross pile row of considered quay 
section regardless physical wear:

Ni =N/n;    (i=1,2,…,n ),                               (1) 

and loading on the “i” cross pile row of considered quay sec-
tion regarding physical wear: 

Ni=NxKN
i;  (i=1,2,…,n),                               (2) 

thus         

KN
i = Ji/[ Ji];    (i=1,2,…,n ),                       (3) 

where 

Ji = (S1
i+ S2

i+…+ Sk
i) J;                                (4) 

S i –a degree of physical wear of cross-section of the “k” pile 
at the “i” row of considered quay section (i.e. percent of the area 
of the cross section remaining in work); 0  S i 1.

     Thus, the factor of loading redistribution on the “i” cross 
pile row in view of its physical wear can be determined as 

RN
i  = Ni/ Ni .                                                (5) 

  When calculating refined forces distribution in basic ele-
ments of the quay (in piles and in the top structure) regarding 
physical wear of pile supports, loading on each cross pile row 
should be corrected (redistributed) according to the formula (2). 
For this procedure piles rigidity must be set in view of a degree 
of the physical wear determined by results of visual and tool in-
spections..  

Application of the developed technique for piled quay struc-
ture at the base of soil slope in the Ukrainian sea coastal zone 
testifies to the following: 
• in comparison with initial design efforts in the basic bear-

ing elements of a construction the account of a real degree 
of physical deterioration of pile support has led to appre-
ciable redistribution of efforts 

• in pile rows with the minimal physical wear the bending 
moments in sections with the greatest values of efforts 
have increased by 6-27 % (the greatest increase of effort 
falls on the front pile row); efforts in elements of the top 
structure have increased thus by 7 % 

• in pile rows with the maximal physical wear the bending 
moments in sections with the greatest values of efforts 
were reduced to 2-52 % (the most significant efforts reduc-
tion falls to the most damaged rows) 

• due to redistribution of efforts between pile supports the dif-
ference in the bending moments in sections with the great-
est values of efforts for cross pile rows with the minimal 
and maximal physical wear makes 1,2-2,2 times (the great-
est difference is fixed, naturally, for the most damaged pile 
rows); efforts in elements of the top structure differ thus in 
1,3 times.

4 MODULAR COORDINATING PILING SYSTEM 

Modular coordinating piling system is a conceptual equipment, 
intended for construction of pile foundations with a flow-line 
production method and slopes stabilization according to the 
slope geometry and soil properties. It is achieved through in-
stalling the piles with a certain spacing through the potential 
sliding masses increasing the global slope safety factor and the 
structural performance. The piling system (Fig. 5) is equipped 
with the original silent piling machine and a modular coordinat-
ing skidding system. Environmentally friendly piling system  
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Figure 5.   Modular coordinating piling system  

operates with minimum noise, eliminates dynamic and vibration 
influence on the foundation bases, slopes, nearby existing build-
ings, structures and potential sliding soil mass. Strategic techno-
logical advantages of the piling system are high productivity, 
precision and quality control. 

Table 1. Modular piling system - specifications  
Self-motion  Two-axis controlled 
Motion Speed 2.1 m ⁄ min 
Positional Precision 10 mm 
Productivity 40 piles per shift (4 per hour) 

Piling system operates in the ordinary and complicated geo-
technical conditions. The design and safety factors (number of 
pile rows, absolute and relative position of the rows and single 
piles within the slope, spacing between piles and piles behavior) 
have greatly influenced the features of the modular coordinating 
piling system. 

Hydraulic silent piling machine, with the side wedge clamp-
ing system are applied for the pressing-in of precast concrete 
piles, stabilizing piles, sheet piles, steel pipes, standard articles 
of rolled metal profiles and other construction elements. Sec-
tional piles can also be applied. There is no limitation on the 
pile length and it is important, that center of weight of the 
equipment is equally distributed on any slope. The advanced 
technological feature of the piling machine is the possibility to 
control the current and final insertion force, performing the con-
tinuous installation monitoring of every pile.  

The concept of the coordinating skidding system provides 
silent and highly precise coordinated movements of the piling 
equipment on the construction site or slope body, avoiding re-
anchoring of the piling machine. 

Piling machines are also applied as the testing stand (Fig. 6) 
for the axial testing of piles during installation and after the 
“set- up” period, exclude installation of the anchor piles and us-
age of the heavy testing equipment. Continuous measurements 
of the current and final insertion force perform the complete in-
stallation monitoring of every pile. The complete installation 
data for every pile can be downloaded from the pressure indica-
tor onto computer with the effective method of recording.  

Static Pile Load Test in conjunction with installation moni-
toring ensures that all piles are supporting required loads and 
are going to perform in the manner predicted in the design of 
the pile foundation. The use of these developments allows to 
access the most effective way to stabilize the slope and can help 
to reduce or eliminate static load tests, leading to consequent fi-
nancial benefits for the client together with the quality assur-
ance of the slope, as well as a pile foundation. 

Figure  6.   Static Pile Load Test 

5 CONCLUSIONS  

Monitoring of piled structures located at the base of soil slopes 
provides objective assessment of applied design/technical solu-
tions; it allows to determine in time deformed state of the sys-
tem “soil slopes – landslide protection structures - berths” and 
to undertake duly measures to stop (or to localize) development 
of deformation process 

Timely analysis of the actual technical and deformed state of 
berthing structures foundations at the base of landslide slopes 
makes it possible: 

• to determine the reserves (deficits) of the quay load-
bearing capacity 

• to prolong the service life and longevity of the struc-
tures 

• to recommend the optimum regime of technical mainte-
nance of the structure 

• to make a decision on expediency of a reconstruction or 
a capital repair of the structure. 

Environmentally friendly piling system operates with mini-
mum noise, eliminates dynamic and vibration influence on the 
foundation bases and nearby existing buildings structures, and 
potential sliding soil mass. Piling machines are also applied for 
axial testing of piles during installation and after the “set-up”
period. The continuous measurements of the current and final 
insertion force perform complete installation monitoring of 
every pile. Pile monitoring data confirmed by Static Load Test-
ing is used to predict a static load capacity of every pile and 
provides the quality assurance of the pile foundation or rein-
forced slope. 


